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DAVEC VEE SHEAR ATTACHMENT
Cut a firebreak trail through the scrub at 5 Km/hour with minimal backing up.

 

Clip the Davec Vee shear to your D6 and establish firebreaks in no time at all.

Safeguard vehicles and personnel when conducting fuel reduction burns by quickly 
establishing access to the site. Get people and equipment in quickly and out again safely.

The Davec Vee Shear efficiently establishes a clear firebreak and an access track in native 
forests and within plantations. Quickly run an access firebreak around the perimeter of the 
area to be burnt and give the firefighters better scope to control the burn.

Access to hazard or fuel reduction burn sites is critical for personnel and equipment safety.

Davec Equipment
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The Davec Vee Shear is a clip-on, or walk-in, attachment and can be fitted to a standard 
push blade by the operator in minutes using six swing bolts.

Built from Bisalloy 450 High tensile, wear resistant steel, it is strong and light.

The track cut is 3.4 metres wide which can be widened by a second pass.

A single pass creates a clear firebreak by cutting and pushing timber and debris to either 
side without moving any soil. Low risk of erosion as there is no rill created.

Vee shears are available for D5 to D7 size bulldozers including PAT blade models.

$58,000 plus GST  ex works Gympie, Queensland

For sales contact David Heckendorf,  0408 731 706   or david@davecequipment.com

If you need a contractor to prepare for this years fuel reduction burning in NSW,

Chester Crossing from Crossing Works is available now with his D6 and Davec Vee Shear.

It is a bit wet in Queensland, so he is free to go!!

Contact:  0418 858 051

crossingservices@bigpond.com 
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Davec also makes a Three Point Linkage Release Blade Grader that can be 
used at up to 12 klm an hour to maintain the firebreak and keep the surface 
bare and smooth for vehicles.

  

Davec 3PL High Speed grader is a very 
robust, release blade grader that will 
release over stumps and rocks.

The new model has an angled spring 
tyne rake to move debris to the side 
and leave the surface level.

$36,400 plus GST ex works, Gympie Queensland.  For sales contact:

 David Heckendorf   0408 731 706

 david@davecequipment.com

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Light it up with Aerworx  

The perfect aerial incendiary system for prescribed burning.
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 Australia has led the technology for prescribed burning, developing, back in the 1970’s, 
the original ping pong balls loaded with Condys crystals and ignited with an injection of 
glycol. In 1984 on site in a forest in Georgia, I was gently chastised by a forester for not 
knowing about this Australian invention. To demonstrate the system, he took a loaded ping 
pong ball out of the trunk of his car, made a little cut in it, dipped a bit of rag in the coolant 
of the radiator of the car as he said he needed some glycol (anti-freeze), dripped it into the 
cut in the ping pong ball and then put it on a patch of bare ground. We waited, and waited 
and waited….. Nothing happened for two or three minutes then suddenly poof, up it went.

Aerworx has taken this old technology into the digital age using very modern drones to 
deliver the little incendiary delayed ignition capsules in a pre determined pattern over the 
area to be burnt.  Lots more information on their website.

For more information contact

 Peter Plant, 3FB Aerworx Director, 0408 116 851

peter.plant@3fbaerworx.com.au                 www.3fbaerworx.com.au

Hazard or fuel reduction burning is here to stay. It is up to industry to develop an efficient 
system where burns can take place on a regular basis, creating a permanent mosaic of 
barriers or dampners, to out of control bushfires. Quick clean understory burns that are 
well controlled and extinguished when the job is done, will improve the relationship 
between those trying to reduce wildfire damage, and those often impractical, opponents of 
burning.  

DAVEC is doing its part by promoting an efficient method of creating access around burn 
sites.
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